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- The research consists of part or all of: 

Master’s thesis  Regional and international  Local and non-local study  Local study  

Any other case  Group research  Individual research  Doctoral dissertation 

 
- The place(s) for carrying out the research or study in detail 
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 .......................................... .... ....................... ....................................... 

- Source of data and information used in the research: 
 ................................ ..................................... ....................................... 

- Dependence of the equipment and laboratories used to conduct the research: 
 ................................ ..................................... ....................................... 

- Have you conducted a computational investigation of your research topic?  Yes  NO  
- To what extent does this reflect on the references used in the research ? 

 ...................................... ...................................................................... 
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international scientific journals, or in abstracts or volumes of symposiums or specialized 
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Completely published  Partially published  Never published  

- Has the research itself been submitted for publication in a local or other foreign journal2 ? 
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Is it accepted for publication?   Yes            NO  
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............................................................................................................
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............................................................................................................ 
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